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ABSTRACT 

Growth and success of any industry on the whole, depends primarily on the market demands, 

efficient technology and availability of input resources.  

In spite of development of different types of binders, cement continues to be the major building material 

for civil construction all over the world, as no other material is likely to substitute it in the near future. 

The normal flow sheet for cement production, either by dry or wet operations begins with 

crushing of the two main components. Either limestone or shale are crushed separately then, ground 

simultaneously as a mixture (80% limestone and 20% shale) in a ball mill. This procedure consumes 

more energy in grinding due to the act of the shale as cushions between the grinding elements 

(balls) and the crushed limestone particles.  

Consequently, the main objective of this investigation is to evaluate the cushioning effect of the 

shale during grinding the limestone and shale simultaneously as a mixture. It is confirmed that 

grinding the two components of the cement raw meal simultaneously as a mixture decreases the 

specific surface area of the product by 25% approximately. The relative suggestion is to grind these 

two components of the raw meal separately followed by adding blending unit before going to calciner. 

Keywords: Cement raw meal – Comminution of heterogeneous materials – Cushioning effect in grinding mixtures. 

1. Introduction 

The major part of the raw materials to be processed by technological operations is not 

homogeneous but rather mixtures of various materials [1]. Extensive research work was 

carried out to investigate breakage characteristics of mono-sized single minerals in a 

laboratory mills [2-6]. However due to the actual grinding environment being never 

homogeneous in an industrial mill, the grinding characteristics of heterogeneous mineral 

systems also attracted lots of interests [2-3].The research of heterogeneity systems can be 

classified into two directions. One in which the grinding of a mix of a single size fraction 

of two minerals with different size fractions , and the other direction in which the coarse 

size fraction is ground with fine particles of the same mineral [4-6]. 

In industry, situations arise in which materials of different physical characteristics are 

ground simultaneously in a ball mill. In some cases it might be commercially advantageous 

if milling could be carried out under conditions that imparted a desired particle size 
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distribution to each of the two component materials. For example ores may need to be 

ground for liberation to sizes range for subsequent process efficiency [7]. 

Laboratory scale ball mill tests were carried out to investigate the influence of both the 

relative feed size and the percentage of the low grindability component on the performance 

and the preferential comminution [8]. The used samples were mixtures of limestone and 

quartz. Simultaneous grinding of these materials with varied percentages of the low 

grindability (quartz) showed that the percentage of batch grinding process decreases as the 

relative feed size and the percentage of the high grindability component (limestone) 

increases in the fine product as the percentage of the quartz increases and decreases as the 

relative feed size increases. 

Experiments were carried out on a binary mixture composed of quartz as a 

representative for the hard component and limestone as a representative to the soft one at 

different compositions. Energy consumed for grinding quartz component, limestone 

component and their admixtures by ball mill was estimated [9]. It is found that, energy 

efficiency for grinding the mixture increases slightly and moderately for its soft 

component, but it decreases vigorously for the hard component in the mixture. It is also 

concluded that, energy efficiency of separate grinding of soft component is less than that if 

it is ground as admixture, but greater than with respect to the hard one. 

The behavior of the selection and breakage functions was studied for coal-quartz binary 

mixture using the single size fraction method [10]. It was found that the selection function 

of coal equals 3.5 times of quartz when they ground separately. The selection function of 

the admixture decreases as the percentage of quartz in the mixtures increases.  

Batch experiments were carried out on the dry milling of commonly used ceramics raw 

materials quartz, kaolin, and feldspar singly and as a ternary mixture [11]. The modified 

form of the Charles energy size reduction equation was used to calculate the energy 

consumed by each of the components. The results confirmed the validity of the mass 

fraction hypothesis for energy split between the components that had been defined and 

verified for the binary mixtures of equal density minerals. 

The breakage kinetics and energetics of grinding coarse size feed in the presence of 

deliberately added fines for different material systems were compared [12].Quartz, 

dolomite and limestone mineral systems were selected as feed in order to study this 

phenomena for minerals whose hardness ranges from hard to soft. Approximately from 7 

to 3 on Mohʼs scale of hardness at different coarse fine ratios. It was found that the 

cumulative breakage distribution functions for this situation do not change with mixture 

components for the three materials. On the other hand the initial breakage rate function of 

the coarse particles increases with increasing proportion of fines in the mixture. It was also 

shown that the fines product and the coarse material retained on the top sieve were 

normalizable with respect to the specific energy consumed by coarse fractions. It should be 

also noted that the size and shape of particles influence the breakage of mixtures [13]. 

Batch wet grinding studies were carried out by grinding of mono-sized fractions of quartz, 

chlorite binary mixture at different blending ratios [14]. The results obtained indicate that the 

breakage behavior of both minerals as well as their mixture followed a first order model. The 

maximum breakage rate for quartz and chlorite obtained in the feed size fraction of -0.5+0.25 

mm were 0.19 min
-1
 and 0.33 min

-1
 respectively. It was also found that the breakage rate of 

quartz or chlorite had a linear relationship with the mass ratio in the binary mixture. 
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The critical factors in the preparation of raw meal for the manufacture of portland 

cement include: correct proportioning, fine grinding and intimate mixing. All of these are 

controlled by vigilant chemical inspection and rigid inherence to the predetermined ideal 

composition for that plant. The dry process is especially well adapted to cement rock and 

to the mixture of limestone and shale or slate [1, 15-18]. 

Most of the existing cement plants are facing the problem of marjinal grade limestone 

or producing enormous quantity of low grade calcareous material which not only increase 

the quarrying cost but also causes environmental hazards because of huge dumps which 

occupy precious cultivable land [19]. 

The limestone used by Assiut Cement Company, contains generally fine fraction easily 

grinded, with a high content of CaO, and a coarse fraction hardly grinded, which has a high 

content of SiO2. The hard fractions decrease the material grindability, while the fine and 

very fine fractions are difficult to be separated in the pre heaters cyclone towers. The 

decreasing of the effects generated by using this limestone has been possible by the taking 

of measure in all the technological phases of the clinkerization process [20-21]. 

Consequently, the main aim of this work is to confirm the act of the shale particles as a 

(plastic material) as cushions between grinding elements and limestone particles as a 

(brittle material) as well as the possibility of evaluating this act.  

2. Experimental work 

Samples of limestone and shale obtained from Assiut Cement Company were prepared 

separately using two jaw crushers in series, while the first was adjusted at an opening of 2 

cm; the second was adjusted at 1 cm opening. The needed size fractions as a feed for 

experiments according to the scheme of experimentation shown in Table (1) are (-10+8), (-

8+6), (-6+4), (-4+2), (-2+1) and (-1+00) mm. These fractions were prepared accurately for 

limestone and shale separately using a set of screens and vibrator. 

A cylindrical ball mill of 14 cm length with as inside diameter of 16 cm driven by 

means of two rollers was used to perform the experimental work. 

The operating factors affecting the grinding operation were kept constant at the 

following values: 

Grinding media: round shape steel balls of 1.9 cm diameter, Volume of the mill 

occupied with charge: 50% of the total mill volume, cm
3
, Mill speed: 79 rpm (70% of the 

critical speed), Grinding time: 7 minutes for each experiment (a suitable arbitrary time), 

Interstitial filling ratio:  90% where grinding is dry. 

It should be noted that a ratio of 4:1 was kept constant for the experiments of mixture of 

limestone and shale respectively. At the end of each experiment a representative sample of 

the product was screened using a set of screens consisted of 

10,8,6,4,3.15,2,1,0.8,0.63,0.50,0.315,0.200,0.100,0.071 mm. 

Specific surface area (cm
2
/g) was calculated for the product of each experiment. Results were 

evaluated by the specific surface area and also evaluated by the percentage of -71 µm in the product. 
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Table 1.  

Scheme of the experimental work 

*Mixture of limestone and shale is 4-1 by weight 

3. Results and discussions 

Results of ground limestone, shale, and their mixtures (80% limestone + 20% shale) for the 

different studied size fractions are treated using two methods. They are the specific surface area (ACE) 

in cm
2
/gm that produced from Equation (1) as well as the percentage of -71 µm in the product. 

3. 1. Analysis of the results based on the specific surface area (ACE) of the product 

The specific surface area of each ground product ACE was calculated for separate 

ground limestone, shale and their mixtures using Equation (1) [22-23] andthat for mixtures 

calculated from its separate components (ACS) are listed in Table (2).  

ACE = 
6λ

𝑃𝑃
∑

∆𝜑𝑛

𝐷𝑛
−

𝑛𝑇
𝑛1

                                                                                                             (1) 

Where: 

ACE:the produced specific surface area, cm
2
/gm , 

λ:  The shape factor = 1.75, 

𝑃𝑃 : Density of material, gm/cm
3
, 

nT:  number of screens, 

𝐷𝑛
− :  The arithmetic average of DPn-DP(n-1) , 

Dpn : the size of screen (n), µm, 

𝜑  : mass fraction as a fraction of unity , 

∑
∆𝜑𝑛

𝐷𝑛
−  ∶The summation of all 

∆𝜑𝑛

𝐷𝑛
− quantities of the individual fractions. 

 

Exp.No. Ore type Size 

(mm) 

Exp.No. Ore type  Size of 

limestone 

(mm) 

Size of 

shale (mm) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Limestone 

Limestone 

Limestone 

Limestone 

Limestone 

limestone 

-10+8 

-8+6 

-6+4 

-4+2 

-2+1 

-1+0.0 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

-8+6 

-8+6 

-8+6 

-8+6 

-8+6 

-8+6 

-10+8 

-8+6 

-6+4 

-4+2 

-2+1 

-1+0.0 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Shale 

Shale  

Shale  

Shale  

Shale  

Shale   

-10+8 

-8+6 

-6+4 

-4+2 

-2+1 

-1+0.0 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

-4+2 

-4+2 

-4+2 

-4+2 

-4+2 

-4+2 

-10+8 

-8+6 

-6+4 

-4+2 

-2+1 

-1+0.0 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

Mixture* 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

-10+8 

-8+6 

-6+4 

-4+2 

-2+1 

-1+0.0 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

Mixture 

-1+0.0 

-1+0.0 

-1+0.0 

-1+0.0 

-1+0.0 

-1+0.0 

-10+8 

-8+6 

-6+4 

-4+2 

-2+1 

-1+0.0 
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Table. 2. 

Produced specific surface area (ACE) for limestone, shale, and their mixtures and 

calculated specific surface area (ACS) for the mixture from its separate components. 

Size 

fraction 

(mm) 

*ACE (cm
2
/gm) **ACS 

0.8 ACE limestone+0.2 

ACE shale  

(cm
2
/gm) 

ACS - ACE 

(cm
2
/gm) limestone shale mixture 

-10+8 

-8+6 

-6+4 

-4+2 

-2+1 

-1+0.0 

145.51 

187.62 

215.15 

288.08 

505.74 

889.26 

74.98 

92.33 

120.23 

154.79 

284.80 

611.78 

122.37 

125.30 

141.85 

200.77 

371.53 

705.21 

116.41+15= 131.41 

150.10+18.47= 168.57 

172.12+24.05= 196.17 

230.46+30.96 = 261.42 

404.59+56.96= 461.55 

711.41+122.36= 

833.77 

131.41-122.37= 9.04 

168.57-125.30= 43.27 

196.17-141.85= 54.32 

261.42-200.77= 60.65 

461.55-371.53= 90.02 

833.77-705.21= 128.56 

*ACE : specific surface area of the ground mixtures calculated by using Equation (1). 

  **ACS : specific surface area of the mixtures calculated  from its separate components. 

Produced specific surface area (ACE) for limestone, shale and their mixtures listed in 

Table (2) is represented in Fig. (1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. The produced specific surface area (ACE) for limestone, clay and their mixtures. 

From Fig.(1) it is clear that the produced specific surface area for limestone, shale and 

their mixtures increases as the particle size decreases. This behavior may be attributed to 

the decreasing the ratio of particle diameter to the ball diameter. Where diameter of 

particle (dp) to diameter of balls becomes < 0.2 [24]. It can be also noticed that the 

produced specific surface area for limestone as a brittle material is higher than that for 

shale as a plastic material. On the other hand the specific surface area of the mixture is less 

than that of limestone and higher than that of shale due to the act of the shale particles as 

cushions between the grinding elements (balls) and limestone particles. This finding agrees 

with that obtained by Rizk and Ibrahim [25].  

The percentage of lack in the specific surface area of the mixture (ACS - ACE( and the 

particle size distribution of the mixture head sample are listed in Table (3). 
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Table 3.  

lack in the specific surface area as a percentage and the particle size distribution of the 

mixture head sample. 

Size fraction 

(mm) 

Lack 

ACS - ACE 

(cm
2
/gm) 

ACE 

(cm
2
/gm) 

Lack % Wt.% 

retained 

% of lack  

× 

Wt.% retained 

-10+8 

-8+6 

-6+4 

-4+2 

-2+1 

-1+0 

9.04 

43.27 

54.32 

60.65 

90.02 

128.56 

122.37 

125.30 

141.85 

200.77 

371.53 

705.21 

7.35 

34.53 

38.29 

30.21 

24.23 

18.23 

8.4 

10.6 

12.6 

15.4 

23.3 

29.7 

61.74 

366.02 

482.45 

465.23 

562.86 

541.43 

    100 2479.73 

From Table (3) it is clear that the percentage of lack in the specific surface area 

increases as the size fraction of mixture decreases. This behavior may be attributed to the 

increase of the shale particles number which creates a high chance for cushioning effect. 

The mean lack in the specific surface due to the cushioning effect can be evaluated as : 

2479.73/100=24.8% approximately. 

Results of the effect of shale mean particle size on the produced specific surface area of 

the mixture (ACE) at 7, 3, and 0.5 limestone mean size fractions are listed in Table (4) and 

represented graphically in Fig.(2). 

Table 4.  

Specific surface area of the mixtures (ACE) at varied mean size fractions of limestone. 

Mean particle  

           size of shale (mm) 

 

Mean particle 

size of limestone (mm) 

9 7 5 3 1.5 0.5 

7 

3 

0.5 

246.49 

333.75 

744.66 

225.51 

333.60 

733.60 

218.06 

332.91 

728.46 

206.71 

288.47 

723.72 

199.21 

288.14 

719.37 

85.65 

202.77 

711.46 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Effect of the mean particle size of shale on the produced specific surface area of the 

mixture at limestone mean size fractions of 7, 3 and 0.5 mm. 

Figure (2) elucidates that the produced specific surface area of the mixture increases as the 

mean size fraction of limestone decreases. This behavior may be attributed to the decrease of 
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the particle diameter to ball diameter ratio. The results trend agrees with that obtained by 

Oksizoglu [5]. It is also noticed that the produced specific surface area of the mixture increases 

slightly with increasing the shale mean particle size especially for coarse fractions of limestone.  

3.2. Analysis of the results based on the percentage of -71 µm in the product 

The same results are analyzed based on the percentage of -71 µm in the products. These 

results for separate ground limestone, shale and their mixtures are listed in Table (5) and 

represented graphically in Fig. (3).  

Table 5.  

Percentage of -71 µm in the ground limestone, shale and their mixtures. 

Size 

fraction 

(mm) 

-71 µm in the product -71% in the ground 

mixture calculated 

from its separate 

components 

Calculated separate 

–produced 

% 
limestone shale mixture 

-10+8 

-8+6 

-6+4 

-4+2 

-2+1 

-1+0.0 

10.40 

13.41 

15.38 

20.59 

33.18 

67.89 

4.17 

5.13 

6.68 

11.25 

13.3 

28.8 

8.35 

8.55 

9.68 

13.77 

23.01 

53.05 

8.32+0.83=9.15 

10.73+1.03=11.76 

12.30+1.34=13.64 

16.47+3.03=19.50 

26.54+2.66=29.20 

54.31+5.76=60.07 

9.15-8.35=0.8 

11.76-8.55=3.21 

13.64-9.68=3.96 

19.50-13.77=5.73 

29.20-23.01=6.19 

60.07-53.05=7.02 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 3.  Percentage of -71 µm in the ground limestone, shale and their mixtures. 

It is clear from Fig.(3) that percentage of -71 µm decreases in the product as the size 

fractions increase for limestone, shale and their mixtures. It is noticed that the results trend 

agrees with that of Fig.(1). 

Results of the effect of shale mean particle size on the percentage of -71 µm in the 

ground mixture at 7, 3 and 0.5 limestone mean size fractions are listed in Table (6) and 

represented graphically in Fig.(4). 

   Table  6. 

    Percentage of -71 µm in the ground mixtures at varied mean size fractions of limestone.  
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Fig. 4. Effect of the mean size fraction of shale on the production of  -71µm in the mixtures at 

varied mean sizes of limestone. 

Figure (4) elucidates that the production of -71 µm in the ground mixture is slightly 

affected by increasing the shale size fractions. On the other hand this production increases 

with decreasing the limestone size fractions. It is noticed that the trend of these results is in 

a good agreement with that obtained in Fig.(2). 

4. Conclusions 

From the obtained results and their discussions the following conclusions can be drawn: 

- Grinding the two components of the cement raw meal separately is more reasonable 

than their grinding simultaneously as a mixture. Where grinding them as a mixture 

decreases the specific surface area of the product by 25% approximately due to the act 

of shale as a cushion between the grinding elements (balls) and limestone particles. 

- Changing the mean size fractions of the shale in the mixture has a slight effect on 

the produced specific surface area of the ground mixture. 

- Analysis of the results based on the specific surface area agreed with that based on 

the percentage of -71 µm in the ground mixture. 

- It is recommended to add a blending unit after grinding limestone and shale 

separately for intimate mixing before going to the calciner. 
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 دراسة عن تأثير عمل الطفلة كوسادات على طحن وجبه فرن الأسمنت

 الملخص العربى:

يعتمد تطور  نجاو أ  ص اوة با د جد اوا ى نجو  بطو  تتططسو   ىجاور  ننوو جي تتةرجرااو  تدوةا  ىجمورى  

 ىجدىخطا ف  هذه ىجدة با نتد    ترفار هذه ىجمرى  .

ى جرىع ىجمختطوا جطمرى  ىجرىدطا، لا يزىل ى سمةت ىجمو  ي ىجريااواا جطوردى فو  ىءجتو جى  د جرغم تن تطر  

 ىجمدجاا بط  تاترص ىجع جم، نم  يسدن  جه جن تحل تحطه  ص ت  ي ف  ىجماتقسل ىجقريب.

طو  يسد  خى إجت ج ى سمةت سرىجى د جطريقا ىجا فا  ن ىجرطسا دعمطا   تتاار ىجحار ىجاارص نىجطوطا نول ب

% طوطوا فو  ىجطورىحان ىجودنى ه 20% حار ااورص ن 80حده نمرحطا  نج ، ثم يتم طحةه  سري  نخطاى دةاسا 

 ذى  ىجترى  نرسى ط حن نىجت  تام  دطرىحان ىجخ م.

تاتهطك بمطاا طحن ىجحار ىجاارص نىجطوطا  نخطاى ط قا نساري نذجوك جرورى جتسديود اوزج نساور تةهو  حاو  

 متص ازجى نسارى تن ط قا ادم نرى  ىجرسى ىجط حن دحساس   ىجحار ىجاارص. ن ىجطوطا تعمل نرس  ى  ت

نتن ثم، ف جهدف ىجرياا  جهذى ىجسح  هور إثسو   بمول ىجطوطوا نرسو  ى  دوان حساسو   ىجحاور ىجااورص بةود 

طحةهم  سري  نخطاى. نقد ثست  ن ىجما حا ىجاطحاا ىجةرباوا جةو تط طحون ىجمتورجان سوري  نخطواى  تقول دمقودى  

تقريس  بةه  ف  ح جا طحن نل تةهم  ددر ي تةور ي ثم خططهم  ، هذى  نيرا  ىجسح  دطحن نل تةهم   25%

تةوور ى جتوورفار ىجط قوا بطوو   ن يتسو  ذجووك إ و فا نحوودي خطوى جخطووى ىجحاور ىجااوورص نىجطوطوا  قسوول  خورل فوورن 

 ىجتطاةه.

 


